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大仁科技大學 109 學年度第 2學期招收大學部暨專科部轉學生 

藥學系藥學組/臨床藥學組 

入學考試試題 

系組：藥學系藥學組/臨床藥學組                 科目：英文     
   

注 意 
事 項 

一、 本試題共  40 題，第 1-20 題每題 2 分；第 21-40 題每題 3 分，

共計一○○分。 

二、請依序將答案寫於答案卷。 

三、未答或答錯不計分。 

 

從 1-20 題中，請選出最適合的答案 (每題 2分) 40% 

1. The cafeteria in Morris Hall offers _____ breakfast and lunch for Arai and Ramos 

associates.  

A. complimentary  B. accountable  C. replaced  D. secured 

2. It is common _______ in the office that Margaret plans to retire shortly. 

(A) agreement  (B) knowledge  (C) sense   (D) resolution 

3. Pam must _______ many issues this week at work. 

(A) defuse   (B) assert   (C) reinforce   (D) tackle 

4. The two countries lay claim to the _____ of this island because it is rich in oil reserves. 

(A) ownership  (B) permission   (C) element     (D) comparison 

5. Police insist that he did not follow the correct _______in applying for a visa. 

(A) patent      (B) narrative     (C) procedure   (D) benchmark 

6. There was a/an _____ demand for food items because of the typhoon warning that left 

many stores empty. 

(A) compelling   (B) unprecedented  (C) periodic    (D) contemporary 

7. No one is permitted on the factory floor _____ proper safety gear. 

(A) following  (B) regarding   (C) unless   (D) without 

8. The city’s art center was ______ after the government announced an increase of funding. 

(A) revived   (B) withdrawn  (C) generated   (D) deprived 

9. Dogs give their owners plenty of ______ love and affection. 

(A) complimentary   (B) unidentified   (C) unconditional   (D)precision 

10. Ebola (伊波拉病毒)has broken out in our community, causing citizens to worry that it will 

become a/an _______. 

(A) remedy   (B) epidemic   (C) diabetes   (D) surgeon 

11. The small fishing village was _____ by tourists after it was featured in the blockbuster. 

(A) imposed  (B) undertaken   (C) accumulated    (D) overwhelmed 

12. Adam feels he is ______to most of his classmates because it takes him longer to grasp the 

concepts in chemistry. 

(A) inferior   (B) superior    (C) exterior    (D) interior 
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13. The management refused to______ with the union representatives on the major issues, so 

there is going to be a strike soon. 

(A) commence  (B) differentiate  (C) compromise   (D) discriminate 

14. The tennis champion said that her success lay in her practicing _____ and staying focused 

on the court. 

(A) vulnerably   (B) persistently   (C) tentatively   (D) superficially 

15. Under the terms of his contract, my______ is to submit one article to the newspaper every 

week. 

(A) specialty   (B) substitute   (C) penalty   (D) obligation 

16. ______ going out on her date, Sandy thought the man she met online was very charming. 

The opposite turned out to be true after she met him in person. 

(A) Prior to  (B) On account of  (C) By means of   (D) As with 

17. The spider approached its prey, which was ____ trying to escape from the web. 

(A) officially   (B) informatively    (C) desperately    (D) superficially 

18. In the face of adversity, Al _____ his belief in God, which gives him courage and support. 

(A) comes up with  (B) keeps hold of   (C) gets even with   (D) makes up for 

19. Tony becomes very nervous when he talks to Sandy and loses his ability to speak ______. 

(A) rationally   (B) vulnerably   (C) integrally    (D) articulately 

20. My recent car accident has ______my enthusiasm to drive. 

(A) blunted  (B) surpassed   (C) preserved   (D) assessed      

 

第 21-37 題為克漏字填充題，請選出正確的字詞或文法(每題 3分) 51% 

People’s reactions to pain vary. Different people have different __21__ levels. What seems 

intolerable to one person may not bother __22__, even though both feel pain. And while 

pain causes anguish, depression, nausea, and tears in some people, others exhibit no such 

effects. Even in the same person, tolerance of pain may vary __23__ circumstances and 

psychological states. If you should stub your toe __24__ running from a fierce dog or an 

armed robber, it probably would not hurt at all. In hospitals, medical personnel have 

discovered that preoperative psychological preparation seems to help __25__ 

postoperative pain: patients who are told in advance how much pain to expect and just 

how they are likely to feel for how long, generally __26__ fewer painkillers after surgery 

than do unprepared patients. Therefore, the __27__ of any physical pain is more or less 

determined by psychological factors. 

21. (A) entrance  (B) tolerance  (C) benevolence  (D) succulence 

22. (A) another   (B) the other  (C) others       (D) the others 

23. (A) from     (B) in        (C) under       (D) with 

24. (A) before    (B) while     (C) though      (D) because 

25. (A) deduce   (B) reduce    (C) induce       (D) produce 

26. (A) needing   (B) they need  (C) need        (D) and need 

27. (A) tension   (B) altitude    (C) sensitivity     (D) intensity 
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    Many people are fascinated by Egypt because of its ancient culture and mysterious 

pyramids. Egypt is a country __28__ in North Africa and it has the longest river in the 

world, the Nile. People like to travel to this beautiful and exotic land because they want to 

see the tombs of the ancient Egyptian kings. Many scientists and __29__ have tried to 

discover the secrets of the pyramids but so far no one has been successful. The most 

famous one is the Pyramids of Giza.  

      The ancient Egyptians had a special style of writing called hieroglyphics. We learned 

about their culture from the messages they __30__. Nowadays, explorers search the desert 

sands __31__ to find an undiscovered tomb __32__ with gold and treasures.   

28. (A) inhabited   (B) located   (C) resided      (D) lied 

29. (A) explorers   (B) peddlers  (C) customers   (D) missionaries 

30. (A) longed for  (B) left behind (C) looked after  (D) backed up 

31. (A) in hope    (B) hoped     (C) hope       (D) hoping 

32. (A) infected    (B) charged   (C) filled       (D) attached 

People have always been obsessed with their appearance. But with the__33__ of plastic 

surgery, we are now able to change almost any part of our bodies. However, this has 

__34__ a need for perfection. Over the past 20years, many women __35__ breast implants. 

After a few years, some of the implants leaked, leading to numerous health problems. 

Furthermore, countless lawsuits have been filed around the world __36__ doctors who 

have made mistakes during operations. __37__ matters worse, a new television program in 

the US, called “Ultimate Makeover,” is giving real people free plastic surgery. The results 

are incredible. But, while only a dozen people get a new look, the rest of the world is only 

wishing they, too, could be more beautiful. 

33. (A) automation    (B) introduction   (C) reservation    (D) seduction 

34. (A) coincided with  (B) gotten rid of  (C) backed up      (D) resulted in 

35. (A) have received   (B) received      (C) had received   (D) receiving 

36. (A) for            (B) against       (C) with          (D) to 

37. (A) Making        (B) Make       (C) To make       (D) In making 

 

第 38-40 題為閱讀測驗，請依題義選出正確答案(每題 3分) 9% 

   Bored of lying on the beach for those precious two weeks of summer 
vacation your company gives you every summer? Buy the summer vacation 
that will give you more. The Computer Training Center offers summer 
intensive seminars in this summer and creates or enhances your computer 
skills. The Summer CTC seminars are every two weeks from June 1st through 
September 1st. For a list of courses, call 585-2880, or stop by our new beautiful 
new school at 4375 Marine View, with a spectacular view of the Bay. 
   For June and July, we are offering Special Grand Opening Rates of 5% off 
the usual price. Don’t miss this chance to improve your prospects in two short 
intensive weeks. Go back to work with new skills, not just a tan. 
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38. Who is this advertisement intended for? 

(A) Someone who wants to learn water sports during their vacation.  

(B) People who want to have a view of the ocean. 

(C) Anyone interested in improving their computer skills. 

(D) Anyone who needs a discount on the price of their summer vacation. 

39. How often are the seminars offered? 

   (A) once a month         (C) every week 

   (B) twice a month         (D) every three weeks 

40. What can you pick up if you stop by their new building? 

   (A) a 5% Grand Opening Discount 

   (B) a view of the Bay 

   (C) a schedule of classes 

   (D) a test of your computer skills 

 

    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


